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CommsChoice Group (ASX: CCG), an emerging managed services provider, today announced it will
offer VMware SD-WAN by VeloCloud in Australia to accelerate customers’ journeys to the cloud.
CommsChoice’s vision to serve the Australian geography is aligned with VMware’s strategy to
expand its software-defined wide area network (SD-WAN) footprint in the Asia-Pacific region and to
enable multi-national businesses across the region to build more secure over-the-top networks
leveraging economical public internet access.

Today’s distributed enterprises struggle with application performance and WAN complexity at their
branch offices. VMware SD-WAN by VeloCloud automates branch deployment and ongoing
management, delivers performance of cloud and enterprise applications and enables IT departments
to roll out branch offices virtually by using the cloud as the WAN. Rapid deployment - while fixed
connections are being installed - and branch resilience are even made possible using wireless
technology.

“CommsChoice aims to provide connectivity and collaboration using cloud solutions that will free
customers from the burden of investing in hardware solutions,” said Ben Gilbert, CEO of
CommsChoice. “VMware is at the core of this initiative. By combining VMware SD-WAN by
VeloCloud with CommsChoice’s collaboration portfolio, customers can easily transform their
business using a next generation branch network that combines better security and performance
with a simple, centralised and abstracted management layer. This can help them adapt quickly to
changing business and network conditions.”

“We are pleased to partner with CommsChoice to serve the changing needs of enterprises in Asia
Pacific,” said Sasha Emmerling, Senior Director of Marketing, VeloCloud Business Unit, VMware.
“CommsChoice has a pedigree of bringing cutting-edge technologies to the industry, and together
we will provide enterprises with scalable, cloud-delivered, and cost-effective wide area networks.”
CommsChoice will showcase VMware SD-WAN by VeloCloud at AWS being held 1-2 May 2019 at the
ICC in Sydney.

About CommsChoice

CommsChoice Group is a vendor-neutral information and communications technology (ICT)
managed service provider. The company services mid-tier customers in Australia, New Zealand,
Singapore and internationally using its hosted voice platform combined with innovative SD-WAN
technology. The company currently services almost 3,000 clients globally and employs
more than 60 staff across offices in Sydney, Melbourne, Philippines and Singapore. For more
information, visit www.commschoice.com and follow the company on LinkedIn @CommsChoiceGroup.
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